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Open Letters 2013-01-01 in open letters the most comprehensive study of russian picture postcards to date alison rowley uses this medium
to explore a variety of aspects of russian popular culture
Orb prin Gaza 2017-03-30 orb prin gaza surprinde criza spirituală a societăţii londoneze dintre cele două războaie mondiale presărat cu
numeroase detalii din viaţa autorului romanul urmăreşte evenimentele semnificative din viaţa lui anthony beavis un intelectual măcinat de
sentimentul inutilităţii propriei existenţe şi a cercului său restrâns de prieteni alternând în permanenţă planurile temporale naraţiunea
acoperă o perioadă de mai bine de treizeci de ani moartea timpurie a mamei lui anthony relaţiile amoroase cu mary amberley şi apoi cu fiica
ei helen participarea la revoluţia din mexic împreună cu mark staithes descriind eforturile protagonistului de a ieşi din starea sa de inerţie şi
de a da un sens propriei existente tehnica narativă a contrapunctului conferă prozei lui huxley o uimitoare muzicalitate şi originalitate
Political and Americana Memorabilia 2005 mai presus de observaţiile strălucite risipite pe parcursul analizelor romanelor lui n breban de
situările pertinente de siguranţa tonului şi ingeniozitatea căilor de abordare ne ispiteşte în acest studiu figura spiritului creator întrezărită de
m v buciu în atitudinea prozatorului faţă de dubla opresiune a codului ideologic şi a scriiturii deopotrivă alienante cum autorul este el însuşi
prozator teza manifestă un interes special pentru o anumită specie de luciditate creatoare care recunoaşte sau cunoaşte limitele scriiturii şi îi
alege conştient forma de alienare ea trădează admiraţia faţă de un destin exemplar şi poate un vis de transvazare fapt care şi explică
tensiunea participativă a frazelor eugen negrici e un rezultat spectaculos al aplicării unui sistem unitar de interpretare combinând în proporţii
adecvate teoria şi analiza noţiunile cheie se potrivesc în broasca textului deschis astfel interpretării într un mod expert fără a utiliza şperaclul
impresionismului ion simuţ
Nicolae Manolescu. (Pre)istoria criticului 2022-03-31 a scandalous entanglement traps a woman of virtue in an unforgettable regency
romance from the bestselling author praised as a major find mary balogh when word reaches deirdre fenton that her brother is pursuing the
notorious actress mrs dewinters she immediately sets about extricating her incorrigible sibling from his latest folly but her brother has gone
too far this time for his or deirdre s own good for mrs dewinters is under the powerful protection of a war hero the earl of rathbourne the very
man deirdre had summarily rejected years before and the earl is not a man to forgive an insult or forget a lady as passionate as deirdre
fenton if rathbourne has learned one thing during his years fighting on the peninsula it is to get what he wants by means fair or foul now he
has deirdre right where he wants her at his mercy a major major talent ms thornton takes her rightful place as a genre superstar rt book
reviews
The Passionate Prude 2015-01-25 stretching 1 400 miles along the australian coast and visible from space the great barrier reef is home
to three thousand individual reefs more than nine hundred islands and thousands of marine species and has alternately been viewed as a
deadly maze an economic bounty a scientific frontier and a precarious world heritage site now the historian and explorer iain mccalman
takes us on a new adventure into the reef to reveal how our shifting perceptions of the natural world have shaped this extraordinary
seascape showcasing the lives of twenty individuals spanning more than two centuries the reef highlights our profound desire to conquer
understand embrace and ultimately save the world s most complex ocean ecosystem opening with the story of captain james cook who
sailed unknowingly into the southwest entrance of this vast network of coral outcroppings mccalman shows how cook spent months
navigating this treacherous underwater labyrinth struggling to keep his crew alive and his ship afloat sparring with deceptive shoals and wary
native islanders through a series of dramatic tales from intrepid explorers unwitting castaways inquisitive naturalists enchanted artists and
impassioned environmentalists who have collectively shaped our ideas about the great barrier reef mccalman demonstrates how this grand
natural wonder of the world was built as much by human imagination as by the industrious beautiful creatures of the sea a romantic
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historically significant book and a deeply personal journey into the heart of a marine environment in peril the reef powerfully captures the
delicate relationship between humanity and the natural world
The Reef: A Passionate History: The Great Barrier Reef from Captain Cook to Climate Change 2014-05-20 an important and
original reading of descartes account of mind body unity and his theory of mind
Descartes and the Passionate Mind 2006-06-22 de la autorul romanului adevărul despre cazul harry quebert 30 iulie 1994 orphea o
stațiune balneară liniștită din statul new york este bulversată de o crimă înfiorătoare primarul și familia lui sunt asasinați la ei acasă
împreună cu o femeie care trecea întâmplător prin zonă ancheta este încredințată unei echipe alcătuite din doi polițiști tineri jesse rosenberg
și derek scott ei strâng probe solide și reușesc să identifice criminalul obținând din partea superiorilor nu doar laude ci și o decorație dar
douăzeci de ani mai târziu la începutul verii lui 2014 o jurnalistă pe nume stephanie mailer îi spune lui jesse că au identificat greșit asasinul
din orphea după care dispare în condiții misterioase ce s a întâmplat cu stephanie mailer ce a descoperit ea Și mai ales ce s a întâmplat cu
adevărat în noaptea de 30 iulie 1994 la orphea
Carte de Visite 2021 a celebration of the wide ranging scope of queen victoria and prince albert s collaboration as purchasers and patrons of
art and an exploration of their personal tastes this book is the perfect starting point for anyone with an interest in victorian art
Disparitia lui Stephanie Mailer 2023 examining literary discourses on female friendship and intimacy in seventeenth century france this study
takes as its premise the view that unlike men women have been denied for centuries the possibility of same sex friendship the author
explores the effect of this homosocial and homopriviledged heritage on the deployment and constructions of female friendship and
homoerotic relationships as thematic narratives in works by male and female writers in seventeenth century france the book consists of three
parts the first surveys the history of male thinkers denial of female friendship concluding with a synopsis of the cultural representations of
female same sex practices the second analyzes female intimacy and homoerotism as imagined appropriated and finally repudiated by
honoré d urfé s pastoral novel l astrée and isaac de benserade s seemingly lesbian friendly comedy iphis et iante the third turns to
unprecedented depictions of female intimate and homoerotic bonds in madeleine de scudéry s novel mathilde and charlotte rose de caumont
de la force s fairy tale plus belle que fée this study reveals a female literary genealogy of intimacies between women in seventeenth century
france and adds to the research in lesbian and queer studies fields in which pre eighteenth century french literary texts are rare
Passionate Patrons 2010 in a literary environment dominated by men the first american to earn a living as a writer and to establish a
reputation on both sides of the atlantic was miraculously a woman hannah adams dared to enter and in some ways was forced to enter a
sphere of literature that had in eighteenth century america been solely a male province driven by poverty and necessity and aided by an
extraordinarily adept mind and keen sense of business adams authored works on new england history sectarian history and jewish history
using and citing the most recent scholarly works being published in great britain and america as a female writer she would always remain
something of an outsider but her accomplishments did not by any means go unrecognized embraced by the boston intelligentsia and highly
regarded throughout new england adams came to epitomize the possibility in a democratic society that anyone could rise to a circle of
intellectual elites in a passionate usefulness the first book length biography of this remarkable figure gary schmidt focuses primarily on the
intimate connection between adams s reading and her own literary work hers is the story of incipient scholarship in the new nation the story
of a dependence that evolved into intellectual independence schmidt sets adams s works in the context of her early poverty and desperate
family situation her decade long feud with one of new england s most powerful calvinist ministers her alliance with the budding unitarian
movement in boston and her work establishing the first evangelical mission to palestine a task she accomplished virtually single handedly
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today adams still holds a place not only as a female writer who made her way economically in the book business before any other woman or
male writer could do so but also as a key figure in the transitional generation between the american revolution and the renaissance upon
whose groundwork much of the country s later literature would build
The London Journal: and Weekly Record of Literature, Science, and Art 1878 what and when is british romanticism if seen not in island
isolation but cosmopolitan integration with european romantic literature history and culture the essays here range from poetry and the novel
to science writing philosophy visual art opera and melodrama from france and germany to italy and bosnia
Female Intimacies in Seventeenth-Century French Literature 2016-04-15 archival images and biographical sketches of union soldiers
tell the stories of their lives during and after the civil war before leaving to fight in the civil war many union and confederate soldiers posed
for a carte de visite or visiting card to give to their families friends or sweethearts invented in 1854 by a french photographer the carte de
visite was a small photographic print roughly the size of a modern trading card the format arrived in america on the eve of the civil war
fueling intense demand for the keepsakes many cards of civil war soldiers survive today but the experiences and often the names of the
individuals portrayed have been lost to time a passionate collector of civil war era photography ron coddington researched the history behind
these anonymous faces in military records pension files and other public and personal documents in faces of the civil war coddington
presents 77 cartes de visite of union soldiers from his collection and tells the stories of their lives during and after the war these soldiers
came from all walks of life all were volunteers their personal stories reveal a tremendous diversity in their experience of war many served
with distinction some were captured some never saw combat while others saw little else the lives of survivors were even more disparate
while some made successful transitions back to civilian life others suffered permanent physical and mental disabilities which too often
wrecked their families and careers in compelling words and haunting pictures faces of the civil war offers a unique perspective on the most
dramatic and wrenching period in american history
A Passionate Usefulness 2004 reprint of the original first published in 1858
Dictionnaire françois-anglois et anglois-françois ... revue ... 1815 the most frugal fishermen on the island of pequod couldn t resist
throwing money at the bewitching young girl who sang and danced in the streets for change and when finn and joe befriended the penniless
claire little did they realize they would forever be enthralled gentle goodhearted finn fell deeply in love with her though she was obsessed by
his best friend joe a moody writer who repressed his own desire in order to protect finn from being hurt there seemed no choice but for the
three to enter into an arrangement finn offered claire stability and family while joe would be her soul mate and lover and they all would
remain loyal but joe knew their love triangle was too hot for the island to handle so he left for boston to save them all from the furor of love
run amok in this strange world of love and lust finn and claire s daughter joely is a soundboard for her mother s guilt her romantic obsession
she listens to stories she is too young to understand and yearns for a mother who will simply let her be a child yet each month she goes with
claire to the dock to wait for joe and her adolescent heart leaps excitedly at the sight of the dark haired handsome man who is her mother s
raging passion and her own as well from acclaimed author judy feiffer comes her finest book to date a beautiful and unconventional love
story played out on a tiny seafaring island off the north atlantic coast feiffer depicts the simple endearing moments of childhood friendship
and the subsequent ill fated but inevitable loss of innocence my passionate mother is a sensual disturbing portrayal of four people possessed
by love
The Passionate Pilgrim 1858 what wild at heart did for men captivating is doing for women setting their hearts free this groundbreaking
book shows readers the glorious design of women before the fall describes how the feminine heart can be restored and casts a vision for the
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power freedom and beauty of a woman released to be all she was meant to be
British Romanticism in European Perspective 2015-09-08 cât de tragică e pierderea definitivă a unui manuscris dar dacă autorul
manuscrisului pierdut a scris alte opere de o valoare inestimabilă de la aristotel la hemingway există o întreagă istorie a manuscriselor
definitiv dispărute despre care se crede că ar fi putut revoluţiona literatura filosofia matematica sau fizica fie că a fost vorba despre
accidente tragice precum mistuirea bibliotecii din alexandria despre moartea autorului cum s a întâmplat cu i l caragiale care se pare că n a
mai reuşit să termine o presupusă dramă istorică sau despre intervenţii exterioare precum valiza de manuscrise pe care gao xingjian ar fi
fost constrâns să o ardă toate cărţile ce nu au mai ajuns la generaţiile următoare reprezintă lacune cu neputinţă de acoperit istoria lacunelor
analizează câteva dintre aceste pierderi şi impactul lor asupra cursului istoric al civilizaţiei mereu pornind de la întrebarea ce ar fi fost dacă
Envisioning Architecture 2013 joanna bourne returns to the french revolution pairing espionage and burning romance to create an
unforgettable love story for fans of stephanie laurens elizabeth hoyt and poldark this is a must read the only person she can trust with her life
is the man who trusts no one marguerite de fleurignac once a glittering french aristocrat is on the run disguised as maggie duncan british
governess penniless and alone she falls into the hands of a compelling stranger with a sinister scar but why does he risk his life to save her
william doyle england s premier spy has a score to settle with the de fleurignacs when he rescues maggie he knows her to be the last
dangerous flower of a noble line drawn inexorably into the intrigue and madness of revolutionary paris they gamble on a love neither of them
will admit when the dance of deception and desire is over will they betray the one another for more spellbinding spymasters romance look for
the other titles by joanna bourne the spymaster s lady my lord and spymaster the black hawk and rogue spy
Faces of the Civil War 2012-11-12 she accepted a humiliating request to save her family business her father had tragically died after her
pregnancy and her fiance conspired with her stepsister to chase her out from the mont family returning three years later she had no choice
but to provoke the arrogant man to reclaim her late father s villa however she was cornered by the man trembling she said mr fudd i didn t
mean to offend you he pondered for a moment and said it s too late i need compensation why was he grdually turning the fake marriage into
reality she blushed but he did not care amused he frowned and stared at her you have children what s the point of being so reserved with
wide eyes the cute munchkin standing next to her held her hand and said mummy i want a little brother
The Passionate Pilgrim or Eros and Anteros 2023-08-25 with passionate voice gives modern singers of renaissance music the tools to
learn and master the art of re creative singing providing a much needed historically informed perspective author robert toft discusses the
music of composers ranging from marchetto cara to john dowland in the context of late renaissance rhetoric modal theory and performance
traditions
The London Journal 1865 this book is an examination of personal identity exploring both who we think we are and how we construct the
sense of ourselves through art it proposes that the notion of personal identity is a psycho social construction that has evolved over many
centuries while this idea has been widely discussed in recent years andrew spira approaches it from a completely new point of view rather
than relying on the thinking subject s attempts to identify itself consciously and verbally it focuses on the traces that the self sense has
unconsciously left in the fabric of its environment in the form of non verbal cultural conventions covering a millennium of western european
cultural history it amounts to an anthropology of personal identity in the west following a broadly chronological path spira traces the self
sense from its emergence from the collectivity of the medieval church to its consummation in the individualistic concept of artistic genius in
the nineteenth century in doing so it aims to bridge a gap that exists between cultural history and philosophy regarding cultural history
especially art history it elicits significances from its material that have been thoroughly overlooked regarding philosophy it highlights the
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crucial role that material culture plays in the formation of philosophical ideas it argues that the sense of personal self is as much revealed by
cultural conventions and as a cultural convention as it is observable to the mind as an object of philosophical enquiry
My Passionate Mother 2005-06-28 ediție critică și comentată note și traducere din germană de silvia irina zimmermann și romanița
constantinescu transcrierea după manuscrisul în limba germană stabilirea textului studiu introductiv şi indice de silvia irina zimmermann
ediţia de faţă critică şi comentată ne oferă pentru prima dată în traducere din limba germană schimbul de scrisori dintre regele
independenţei româniei carol i şi regina poetă elisabeta carmen sylva dialogul epistolar oferă o privire amănunţită asupra căsniciei regale pe
aproape întreaga perioadă a vieţii celor doi pe tronul româniei acest prim volum din cele două în care e concepută ediția acoperă perioada de
până în 1888 logodna scurta viață a singurului copil al cuplului perioada dobândirii independenței și a proclamării regatului pe lângă
chestiunile de zi cu zi și de familie corespondența princiară regală este presărată cu detalii despre viața înaltei societăți europene și
românești despre oamenii de vază ai țării și despre doamnele din cercurile înalte despre intrigile politice și despre eforturile de modernizare a
țării pe copertă doamna elisabeta și domnitorul carol i în tinerețe
Captivating 2022-08-16 alike book jacket
Istoria literaturii române 2002 the modern media world came into being in the nineteenth century when machines were harnessed to
produce texts and images in unprecedented numbers in the visual realm new industrial techniques generated a deluge of affordable pictorial
items mass printed photographs posters cartoons and illustrations these alluring objects of the victorian parlor were miniaturized spectacles
that served as portals onto phantasmagoric versions of the world although new kinds of pictures transformed everyday life these ephemeral
items have received remarkably little scholarly attention picture world shines a welcome new light onto these critically neglected yet
fascinating visual objects they serve as entryways into the nineteenth century s key aesthetic concepts each chapter pairs a new type of
picture with a foundational keyword in victorian aesthetics a familiar term reconceived through the lens of new media character appears
differently when considered with caricature in the new comics and cartoons appearing in the mass press in the 1830s likewise the book
approaches realism through pictorial journalism illustration via illustrated bibles sensation through carte de visite portrait photographs the
picturesque by way of stereoscopic views and decadence through advertising posters picture world studies the aesthetic effects of the
nineteenth century s media revolution it uses the relics of a previous era s cultural life to interrogate the victorian world s most deeply held
values arriving at insights still relevant in our own media age
Povestiri foarte scurte. Întâmplări din viaţa lui Vasile B. Caiet cu subiecte 2017-05-12 in 1921 david ross mccord 1844 1930
founded the mccord museum of canadian history which first opened in the jessie joseph house of mcgill university mccord s ancestors had
come from ireland to settle in canada after the seven years war although they were initially merchants by the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries the mccords derived most of their wealth from the management of seigneurial land and from the subdivision of temple
grove their mountain estate which covered the area now bounded by côte des neiges road and cedar avenue this record of the mccords and
their interest in religion education and science reflect the intellectual trends of the era david ross mccord sought to collect in the broadest
and most objective manner and his pursuit of his dream to create a national museum of canadian history provides valuable insight into the
evolution of montreal
Istoria lacunelor 2014-12-04
The Forbidden Rose: Spymaster 1 (A series of sweeping, passionate historical romance) 1997
Constantin Stere 2014
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